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Abstract

In the interplay between academic pursuit and cultural immersion, the week of

August 5-12, 2023, stands as a testament to the multifaceted experiences of Thai

scholars at Brewster. Encompassing both intellectual growth and cross-cultural

engagement, the week witnessed an array of events, from the vibrant Cultural

Night that showcased Thai heritage to exhilarating hiking and climbing

expeditions. Amid academic rigors, the camaraderie of shared ice cream, the

visual spectacle of a laser show, and the contemplative aura of a local temple

deepened their connection to each other and the cultural fabric of their host

country. College visits and meetings with school counselors also pointed towards

future horizons. Together, these events formed a cohesive narrative of holistic

growth, unifying academic aspiration and cultural appreciation in a unique

tapestry of experiences.
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Sunday

On the 6th of August, With collaborations between

TS66 and Sugar Hill Retirement Community. TS66

performed various activities to spread knowledge

about Thailand, the Thai way of life, and HAVE FUN!

Thai Culture NightThai Culture Night   



Common App Workshop 

On Monday, we worked on putting
information into our Common

App. We put many things in, such
as personal information, family

information, activities, honors and
others.

We, then, did an activity.
We had to decide who

we accept among three
candidates: Mandisi,
Monica and Sergei.

Everyone agreed on
Mandisi! Congrats to

Mandisi! 



This is P'Ice!

ICE CREAM!

vanilla ice cream together!

P'Ice taught us how to make 

Delicious!

P’Ice’s slide



Recreation - Climbing 

On Thursday, we climbed in the

climbing barn to practice skills

before climbing outside on Friday,

when we hiked in nature to a

gigantic rock. We enjoyed this

adventurous experience and finally

returned to Brewster Academy safe

and sound.



College Representatives

This week, there are also visits from
representatives of the following universities:

Thank you for taking your valuable time to see us! 

University of Virginia

Bucknell University

Rochester Institute
of Technology



On Wednesday, we went to Woody Mountain

with Coach Browher and TAs to do hiking

or nature walking

Recreation: Hiking Recreation: Hiking 



In Lake Winnipesaukee Day, Friday

11th 2023, Wolfeboro hosted a

lazer show in the town dock.

LazerShow

PDPA



One of the
buildings

Monastery Visit!
On Saturday morning, we departed for the Temple Forest
Monastery, a Thai Buddhist monastery in New Hampshire. 

The Inside!

Thank you the monastery

for providing us with a

delicious meal! 

Us with the Buddha Statue

We also had a
meditation session
with a monk there.
It was soothing.



Picture of the Week 

THE

Auto is waiting for the library to
open for 30 minutes.

funfun
**Judgemental

look**



NEWSLETTER NIGHT
Sunday 7 :30pm - 11pm

Join us every end of the week!

COMPLETIONCERTIFICATE OF

I AGREE!I AGREE!

HUGHESHUGHESHUGHES
GANGGANGGANG

SIGNINGSIGNINGSIGNING
OUTOUTOUT MIC DROP

MIC DROP

FURTHER STUDIES
Your Turn! (Literally everyone else) 

Looking forward to your newsletter next week!
 

engaged!
Mason & Brown are NEWS

LETTER!
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reativity is intelligence

having fun.
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